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correlated with the rates for large bowel cancer*  Table 16-3 shows the
extent to which the the cancer incidence rates for certain sites are
intercorrelated.  The lowest correlation between males and females was
found for esophageal cancer; the highest, for colon cancer*  Significant
direct correlations within the same sex occur for colon and rectal cancer
and for both sites combined with pancreatic cancer-  There are significant
inverse correlations for colon and stomach cancer.  In men, esophageal
cancer is directly correlated with liver cancer; in women, liver cancer
is inversely correlated with colon and rectal cancer*  Colon and, to a
lesser extent, rectal and pancreatic cancers are directly correlated with
breast, endometrial, and ovarian cancers in women.
ASSOCIATIONS WITH SQCIOECONOMIC STATUS
Using data for 1950 to 1969, Blot et a.1. (1977a) analyzed mortality
in the United States by county.  This study has provided a number of
opportunities to evaluate mortality rates by socioeconomic status, which
may reflect differences in diet.  Thus, mortality from colon and rectal
cancer has been associated with higher income and education levels (Blot
et al • , 1976); mortality from breast cancer in postmenopausal women has
¥een linked to higher socioeconomic status (Blot e£ al. , 1977a); and
mortality from renal cancer has been directly correlated in both sexes
with higher socioeconomic status (Blot and Fraumeni, 1979).
In the United Kingdom, the Registar General's Decennial Supplement
for England and Wales (Registrar General1s Office for England and Wales,
1978) and a report by Fox and Adelstein (1978) have shed further light on
the relative importance of socioeconomic status and occupational factors.
Standardization for social class has shown that nearly all significantly
high standardized mortality ratios for occupational groups are reduced to
nonsignificance after social class is considered.  Fox and Adelstein
(1978) have calculated that occupation accounts for approximately 12% of
the variation in cancer mortality between social class groups, and that
lifestyle accounts for 88%.  The corresponding proportions for all causes
of death are 18% and 82%, respectively.
Teppo et_ al. (1980), using data from the Finnish Cancer Registry,
reported an association between social class and cancer at a number of
sites.  They found inverse correlations between social class and cancer
of the lip and stomach in males and direct correlations between social
class and colon cancer in both sexes and breast and lung cancer in
females. After examining the incidence of breast cancer by province and
selected municipalities in Finland, Hakama et^ auK (1979) reported an
association with taxable income.  They concluded that factors reflected
by the standard of living and fertility might act independently.

